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AESTeacher's Guide
An in-depth guide to what AES is and how to use it. 

Introduction
If you’re new to AES, you may feel a bit lost about the best ways to implement its
curriculum in your classroom. After all, the material within is robust and flexible
enough to provide you with many options, but where do you begin?
We’re here to help you feel confident and comfortable implementing AES in ways
that will engage and educate your students.
In this guide, you’ll find an overview of the AES curriculum and how to use
it most effectively for your course. Along the way, we’ll cover topics like:
The types of teaching materials AES provides
The four-phase structure of the curriculum
The best ways to use certain resources within the curriculum
By the end of this guide, you’ll better understand the kinds of resources
within AES and what strategies you can use to get the most out of them.
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What Resources Are Available
Within AES?
As an AES customer, you have access to thousands of
teaching resources within your curriculum system.
In this section you'll learn how these resources help you
plan lessons, teach classes, and assess student learning.

Resources Available Within AES
Planning Resources
Planning resources are teacher-centric documents you can use to prepare your
class behind the scenes. These resources help you better meet your course
standards, ensure your class is well-structured, and save you hours every week.
Some of these documents are:
Lesson plans to save you time and help you structure each of your class periods.
These are solid enough to work on their own, but also flexible in case you want to
shift some material around to personalize your course.
Course guides you can use to gain an overview of recommended course
sequences and estimated curriculum hours to plan your syllabus.
Alignments to show which modules meet your course standards and industry
certifications.

Teaching Materials
Teaching materials are the student-facing resources you use during class time to
teach your course. They include most of the materials that students engage and
interact with, such as:
Teacher PowerPoint presentations you can lecture from to cover key
information students need before diving into the day’s learning.
Instructor-Led Activities designed to engage students and have them take a
more active role in the learning process.
eLearning lessons and videos students can independently watch and complete
to gain an understanding of the course material.
Student Worksheets for students to take notes and actively reflect on the
eLearning to reinforce key points from the lessons. The worksheets are also useful
for students to reference as a study guide.
Teacher-led discussion promptsto help students review and reflect on key
concepts learned in the lessons.
Hands-On Projects to reinforce student learning and deepen their understanding
of the material.
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Resources Available Within AES
Assessments
Assessments are included in most modules to help you evaluate student
comprehension of course material. These assessments include:
Pre-Testsare optional assessments assigned before students begin a module.
The pre-test cangive you a baseline of student knowledge and allows you to track
improvement when compared to module test results.
Unit quizzes are formative assessments that students complete at the end of a
unit. The unit quiz gives you a snapshot of student comprehension as they work
through a module and can be an early indicator of gaps in understanding.
Module tests are summative assessments completed at the end of a module.
These tests cover the topics found across all units within the module. If you assign
a module pre-test, the module test will show how well your students'
understanding improved after completing the module.
Custom exams are the most versatile assessment and allow teachers to use the
pool of AES questions or create their own questions. Teachers use exams to:
Create a midterm or final to wrap up thesemester.
Create assessments fine-tuned to the needs of their classes.
Add their own questions to further expand on topics as needed.
Provide extra practice opportunities for students preparing for certifications.
An important point to remember is that the number of resources will vary
depending on the module. Some modules are longer and will have more
resources within them than others.
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How Is the Curriculum
Structured?
The AES curriculum is organized into a framework called
the Four Phases.
In this section you'll learn what to expect in each phase
and how the resources will help you and your students.

--

The AES Curriculum Structure
The Four Phases
The Four Phase framework is designed to maximize student understanding
and retention of course material. Each AES curriculum module is divided into
these Four Phases, which are:
1. Explore
2. Learn & Practice
3. Reflect
4. Reinforce
Each phase of the framework is intended to accomplish a certain objective to ensure
students remember key information for the long term.
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The AES Curriculum Structure
Phase 1: Explore
The Explore phase has teacher-led activities designed to hook student
interest.
This phase gets your students thinking and primes them for learning new concepts
and skills. Some of the resources within the Explore phase include:
Role playing scripts
Equipment demonstrations
Activities to initiate class discussion
These activities are a great way to kick off class and introduce a new topic before
you switch to a lecture or independent student work in the Learn & Practice phase.
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The AES Curriculum Structure
Phase 2: Learn & Practice
The Learn & Practice phase contains student-directed eLearning lessons to
help students learn new concepts and skills.
Within a module, the curriculum is organized into units and lessons. The material is
presented according to two learning theories - chunking and scaffolding.
Chunking involves breaking down a large amount of information into smaller
"chunks." Organizing modules into units via chunking results in better
comprehension and makes it easier for students to remember what they learn.
Scaffolding is a method of instruction that incrementally builds on the learning
that has happened previously. We use scaffolding to give students as much
exposure to the information as possible and are required to recall what they have
learned multiple times throughout a unit.
When developing the eLearning lessons, we focus on making the material accurate,
engaging, age-appropriate, and relevant to students.
For the most difficult topics for students to relate to, you'll find real-world scenarios,
simulations, interactive activities, and learning games within the modules.

By presenting eLearning materials this way, students stay engaged while forming
real-life connections. This combination helps improve understanding and cements
the information in your students' long-term memory.
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The AES Curriculum Structure
Phase 3: Reflect
The Reflect phase includes teacher-led activities designed to review and
discuss key ideas from the module lessons.
Typically, this phase includes reflection activities where the teacher leads a class
discussion in order to review key concepts with students. In turn, students summarize
the discussion by writing short answers down to question prompts.
By reviewing newly-learned concepts, students connect it to their existing knowledge
and experience. These connections help increase information recall and improve
understanding of concepts.

Phase 4: Reinforce
The Reinforce phase is made of student-directed projects that enhance
understanding of concepts and skills.
In this phase, students work either individually or in groups to complete projects that
require application of the module’s concepts.
The type of reinforcement projects you'll find vary by module and can include:
Current event reports
Role-playing activities
Presentations
Posters
Research projects
The projects included in this phase also cover critical academic skills like conducting
research, using the writing process, and giving presentations.
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How To Use AES for In-Person
Instruction
In this section, you’ll find how to use each phase of the
AES curriculum when teaching full-time in-person
classes.

--

How To Use AES for In-Person
Instruction
Using the Explore Phase In-Person
Since the Explore phase includes discussion questions intended to get students
excited and thinking about a new topic, they’re perfect for fostering class-wide
conversations or small group discussions.
You can use the Explore phase activities to inspire learning through resources
such as role-play scripts, equipment demonstrations, and other introductory
activities. The introductory aspect of these activities makes them an excellent
icebreaker for kicking off a new topic in your class.
You can also use Explore phase activities to transition between module topics
or as a break for students during instructional periods. When you end one
learning module and plan to jump into a new module, it can be tempting to tell
students to go straight into the next set of eLearning lessons.
However, getting your students away from their screens and doing an Explore
activity from the next module is a great way to mix things up and indicate that you
are moving on to a new topic.
Engaging your students with these activities can help them prepare for the Learn &
Practice phase.
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How To Use AES for In-Person
Instruction
Using the Learn & Practice Phase In-Person
The Learn & Practice phase is where the core instruction takes place in a learning
module. Here, students experience new material through both teacher-led
classroom instruction and digital lessons.
Five common ways teachers use the Learn & Practice phase are:
1. Introduce key concepts with an in-class lecture
2. Assign eLearning lessons as classwork
3. Rotate groups between eLearning and hands-on skills work
4. Assign eLearning lessons as homework
5. Work through the lessons as a class
The presentation slides are perfect for teaching your students during class time.
Corresponding eLearning lessons and student worksheets can be used in class or
assigned as homework. In addition, you can use formative unit quizzes and
summative assessments to check student progress and understanding.
Overall, the digital components of AES give you the flexibility to assign them to
students when it makes sense in your regular classroom instruction.
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How To Use AES for In-Person
Instruction
Using the Reflect Phase In-Person
Once students have completed the Learn & Practice phase, the Reflect phase is your
chance to check their understanding through engaging, teacher-led discussions and
activities.
In the Reflect phase, you’ll find lesson plans with 4-5 question prompts you can use
to help students see the big picture.
Teachers use these Reflect phase activities in two main ways:
Assign student journals
Host a classroom discussion
When using these activities, keep in mind that you don’t have to use them for every
module. Regardless of how you employ the Reflect phase activities, they can help
students better comprehend course material by engaging with the material and
other students.
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How To Use AES for In-Person
Instruction
Using the Reinforce Phase In-Person
The Reinforce phase serves as a summation of a student’s learning in a module. The
learner-led projects, activities, and presentations in the Reinforce phase allows
students to demonstrate their knowledge individually and as a class.
You’ll find that some activities are more appropriate for students to work on
individually, such as filling out a questionnaire, completing an activity sheet,
or practicing skills.
Others can be assigned as group work, such as those that involve role-play
scenarios or creating posters.
You can assign Reinforce phase projects individually as classwork or homework. You
can use class time for collaborative exercises to help students interact and grow their
understanding by working together.
When working together and experiencing each others’ projects in the Reinforce
phase, your learners will arrive at a more complete appreciation of a subject that will
serve as a foundation for future learning.
Need more strategies on using AES for in-person learning? Check out this
article on the best ways to teach full-time in-person classes with AES.
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How To Use AES for Remote
Learning
Hurricanes, snow days, and other unexpected closures
can force you to adjust your instruction. In this section,
you'll find how to use AES when teaching remotely.

How To Use AES for Remote
Learning
Using the Explore Phase for Remote Learning
The activities in the Explore phase go a long way in introducing your students to the
content in an AES learning module. The discussions with your students here can help
open their minds to comprehending new concepts and ideas and make them ready
for the content they will learn in the Learn & Practice phase.
When you need to teach remotely, you can use technology like Google
Classroom, Padlet, or Flipgrid to facilitate asynchronous class discussions.
By using the Explore phase questions for an online discussion board, you can
provide an outlet for students to think critically about each question.
Using a discussion board can ensure that each learner is participating and allows
you to easily track students who aren’t completing their assignments.
You can also introduce Explore phase questions during remote video lectures
over your school's preferred video tool.
Depending on the tool, you can incorporate polls, chats, or even screen-sharing
to further encourage students to interact with each other in these warm-up activities.
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How To Use AES for Remote
Learning
Using the Learn & Practice Phase for Remote
Learning
Te Learn & Practice phase is one of the easiest pieces of the AES curriculum to adapt
to fully remote instruction.
To start, you can use the teacher PowerPoint presentations during virtual class
time to introduce students to the content in a module or unit. This way, you can
use the same AES instructional materials you would use for in-person lessons but
simply move them to a virtual setting.
After your class presentations, students can complete the eLearning
components within the AES system. Distance learning can allow students to
complete their assignments either at their own pace or at a designated time in your
virtual instructional period.
To help your students learn digitally, we recommend turning on electronic
worksheets to fill out as they go through the content. These worksheets will provide
an additional touchstone for students to connect with the content and understand
the course material better.
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How To Use AES for Remote
Learning
Using the Reflect Phase for Remote Learning
After completing instruction in the Learn & Practice phase, the Reflect phase allows
teachers to review students’ comprehension. This is particularly critical when
students are learning remotely because it allows you to check their understanding
even from a distance.
The Reflect phase features lesson plans with about 4-5 question prompts that you
can use to lead students in a discussion or as a form of student assessment.
To adapt the Reflect phase to remote learning, turn the discussion questions
into an online board. There, learners can interact, answer questions and short
essay prompts, and comment on each other’s responses.
This digital conversation can go a long way in making sure students continue to
engage with the material.
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How To Use AES for Remote
Learning
Using the Reinforce Phase for Remote
Learning
 he Reinforce phase is your students’ opportunity to demonstrate their
T
understanding through individual and small group activities. While distance learning
can sometimes make collaboration more complicated, it’s important that your
students still have the opportunity to interact with one another when working
remotely.
Depending on the activities in each module, you can use several teaching
methods when implementing the Reinforce phase remotely.
For individual activities, students can work on projects at their own pace.
When they are complete, you can have them present their work to the class or turn it
in electronically. Students can also record and share presentations virtually.
For small group projects and presentations, you can instruct learners to
collaborate through breakout video groups or meet on their own to complete
assignments. Group representatives can then present their results during virtual
instructional time.
Regardless of the activity, it’s possible to adapt Reinforce phase projects to cement
student comprehension while learning remotely.
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How To Use AES for Hybrid
Learning
Whether your school switches between remote and inperson instruction regulary or changes unexpectedly,
AES allows you to be ready any hybrid situation.
In this section, you’ll learn how to get the most out of
AES in a hybrid instructional setting.

--

How to Use AES for Hybrid
Learning
Using the Explore Phase for Hybrid Learning
Knowing which days your students will be working remotely and when they’ll be
coming to class in person makes it easy to plan your instruction around your
students’ expected schedule.
The Explore phase activities are great for in-person discussions to open the
dialogue around a new subject. Having these conversations in class helps students
feel more comfortable thinking about a new topic before diving into eLearning
lessons, which they can complete remotely.
An alternative is having students complete the discussion questions on an
online board before coming to class. Then, you can review the board and provide
clarity to your learners before moving forward. Once everyone is on the same page,
your students are ready to dive into the Learn & Practice phase.
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How to Use AES for Hybrid
Learning
Using the Learn & Practice Phase for Hybrid
Learning
Because AES employs a blended learning strategy with both traditional and digital
instructional components, you can easily divide these two teaching methods
between in-person and remote work.
The teacher-led resources in the Learn & Practice phase, such as the
presentation slides, are perfect for when students are attending your class in
person. This way, it’s easy to make sure students are engaged and to check their
understanding.
On days when students are working remotely, eLearning lessons in the AES
system provide them with engaging instruction and progress checks even
from a distance.
You can also assign unit quizzes to be completed remotely through AES while
reserving module tests for class time.
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How to Use AES for Hybrid
Learning
Using the Reflect Phase for Hybrid Learning
The Reflect phase is your opportunity to check how well your students have retained
the knowledge they’ve gathered during the Learn & Practice phase. Typically, the
Reflect phase includes 4-5 question prompts that you can use in several ways.
You can adapt these discussion questions and short essay prompts for hybrid
learning by instructing students to complete these prompts outside of class.
This will allow students to reflect on what they discovered during the Learn & Practice
phase before contributing to a class discussion.
When students are in class, you can review their short essay responses and
lead a conversation surrounding other discussion questions. This way, you can
make sure everybody is on board and has the chance to interact with others’ ideas.
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How to Use AES for Hybrid
Learning
Using the Reinforce Phase for Hybrid
Learning
Finally, the Reinforce phase offers ample occasion for learners to complete projects
and activities both in-person and remotely.
When working remotely, it’s easy to assign students individual projects that
they can complete at home at their own pace. This way, you’ll give your students
flexibility in how they organize their study time while reserving your precious class
time for collaborative activities.
Since small group projects are most successful when students can
communicate face-to-face, consider reserving class time for students to
collaborate.
You’ll give them yet another opportunity to learn from one another and demonstrate
their understanding of the subject matter.
Need more guidance on using the Reinforce phase in your classroom? Check
out this article on how to use the Reinforce phase.
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What Should I Assign as
Homework?
In this section, you'll find recommendations on what to
assign as homework when using AES.

--

Assigning Homework with AES
Learn & Practice Lessons
Often, teachers derive a lot of benefit from assigning the curriculum’s
eLearning lessons and worksheets as homework.
By having your students complete the eLearning lessons and worksheets at home, it
frees up more time during class for you to focus on group discussion or hands-on
skills work. In other words, this could be a great way to flip your classroom.
Whether using the eLearning lessons this way will work for you depends on
the module you’re teaching.
The lessons in some modules may be better off taught at home, while for others, it
may be best to save them for the classroom.
For instance, modules like Microsoft Office or Infection Control require access to
technology or lab equipment that students may not have at home. For this reason,
we recommend assigning these modules to be completed within the classroom.
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Assigning Homework with AES
Reflect Phase Questions
Another homework assignment is to create virtual student journals or
discussion boards using questions from the Reflect phase.
Assigning these questions as homework gives your students the breathing room they
need to think deeply about their answers.
Creating a discussion board for students to post their answers gives them
more insight into what their peers are thinking. You can even use these
discussion boards as a way to start conversations about the topics at hand.
For example, you can make it their homework to both answer the Reflect question
and comment in-depth on the response of another peer. Once class resumes, you
can take the most intriguing answers and comments from the board to generate inclass discussions.
You can also use these questions as prompts for journal entries to allow
students to look back on their own development and observe how far they’ve
come on their educational journey.
If your students don’t mind talking about their entries, you can even use these
journals as a way to start conversations about the topics at hand.
For example, if a student writes a truly thoughtful answer to one of the Reflect
questions, with their permission, you could take their response and use it to generate
valuable in-class discussions about why the points they made matter.
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Assigning Homework with AES
Reinforce Phase Projects
Many teachers find success assigning projects from the Reinforce phase as
homework.
One of the primary reasons teachers do this is to save themselves class time. After
all, these projects are substantive and could take multiple class periods.
In addition, Reinforce phase projects are often student-led, pushing students to work
on their own and apply critical thought to create something new. This makes them
effective homework assignments, since students can complete them independently.
Note: Some projects may be better completed in class, such as group projects or
skills-based projects where your involvement may be required.
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How Should I Use the Teacher
Presentations?
The teacher presentations are designed to help you
engage students while delivering them essential
information. In this section you'll find 5 tips for using the
teacher presentations effectively.

--

Tips for Using the Teacher
Presentations
1. Introduce Key Concepts
These presentations serve well to highlight the most important concepts within the
eLearning lessons, which makes them effective at priming students for those lessons.
Using these presentations at the beginning of each unit or lesson--before the
eLearning lesson--is therefore a best practice.

2. Check the Speaker Notes
Many of the teacher presentations include tips and discussion questions within the
Speaker Notes section. By using these notes during your lecture, you'll provide
additional context to help your students better connect with the material.

3. Customize the Presentations
The AES curriculum is designed for customizability, and that applies to these teacher
presentations.
Depending on your course, it’s encouraged you change information within the
presentations to better suit your needs. They serve as excellent starting points for
personalization, should you need it.
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Tips for Using the Teacher
Presentations
4. Avoid Solely Sending the Students the
Presentations
Some teachers want to keep class simple by sending students the file for each
presentation and having them read over it on their own.
That isn’t recommended, as the additional instruction, guidance, and passion that a
lecture provides are what makes these presentations shine.

5. Avoid Using the Presentation in Place of an
eLearning Lesson
Both the teacher presentations and eLearning lessons within a module serve distinct
purposes, and are most effective when used in conjunction with one another. Try to
use both of them in your instruction, though if you only have time for one we
recommend you assign the eLearning lessons.
Need more detail on each of these tips? Check out our HelpCenter article
on how to use teacher presentations in the classroom.
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How Can I Use the Worksheets
Most Effectively?
The student worksheets are a valuable tool for your
students to learn and retain information. In this section,
you'll find three tips to use the worksheets effectively.

Tips for Using the Worksheets
The worksheets serve as way for students to codify and solidify what they’ve learned
from the eLearning lessons. Use these tips to incorporate the worksheets into your
class in a more organic way an ensure students complete them.

1. Use Worksheet Questions as Daily BellRingers
A bell ringer is a short assessment, activity, or assignment that students
complete as soon as they enter a classroom.
Typically, bell ringers indicate to students that class has begun and immediately
engage students’ attentionby priming them to think about the course material.
If you incorporate worksheet questions into your class as daily bell-ringers, students
will be better encouraged to complete them.
After all, no student wants to be caught unawares in front of the class, unable to
answer a bell-ringer because they neglected to complete a past worksheet.

2. Use Worksheets for Class Activities
Worksheets can serve as the baseline for a host of class-wide activities, including
group discussions and peer reviews. Have students look at what their peers wrote, or
use the worksheet questions to kick off a class discussion about the course material.
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Tips for Using the Worksheets
3. Assign Grades for the Worksheets
One way to ensure students complete worksheets is incorporating them into
participation grades for the unit.
If you do this and enforce hard deadlines, it will encourage students to complete the
worksheets and lessons on time.
 hile AES doesn't automatically grade electronic worksheets, three common ways
W
teachers assign worksheet grades are:
1. Accuracy
2. Completion
3. Spot-Check
 ead this article to discover best practices for grading student worksheets
R
according to these styles: How to Assign Grades for Your Students'
Worksheets
Need guidance on increasing participation? Read this article for more
ideas: 6 Tips to Increase Student Participation on Electronic Worksheets
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Where Can I Get Additional
Guidance?
In this section, you'll find additional resources and ways
to get help when using your AES curriculum system.

Where to Learn More
It can be tough knowing where to begin when adapting AES to your class. After all,
you have many questions to consider regarding the kind of class you teach and how
the AES curriculum will best fit into it.
In this guide, you’ve discovered more about AES, including the kinds of resources it
provides and the best ways to use those resources in your classes. If you use these
tips and tricks right, you’ll be on your way to getting the most out of your curriculum.
For more guidance and ideas, visit these resources:
AES Webinar Library - Discover best practices, teaching tips, and more from the
experts at AES. Register for upcoming sessions or catch up by diving into the
library of recordings.
AES Help Center - Your go-to resource for step-by-step instructions on using the
AES curriculum system.
Your AES Customer Success Team is available to answer questions and help you
make the most of the curriculum in your classes. Contact us at 800-220-2175,
support@aeseducation.com, or by starting a chat when signed into your account.
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